
 
 

MINUTES 
 

Client Name: Surf Life Saving Central Coast 
   
Regarding: Investment Committee Meeting  
 
Date:  Friday 22nd May 2020 
 
Time:   8.00am   
 
Location: Fortunity Chartered Accountants and Financial Planners, Erina  
 
Attendance:  Shaun O’Farrell (SO) -Chair, Garry Mensforth (GM), Jon Harkness (JH),  

Darren Clarke (DC)  
 
 
SO welcomed everyone to the March SLSCC Financial Investment Committee meeting.  
 
1. Items Raised by Individual Committee Members  
 
No items were raised.  

Resolved:  
 
The committee remains unchanged and the fifth committee member position will remain 
vacant. 
 
 
2. Confirm Previous Committee Meeting Minutes. 
 
Resolved:  
 
Minutes from the November SLSCC Financial Investment Committee meeting were agreed 
without any changes. 
 
3. Confirm Goals & Objectives 
 
 Short Term (up to 3 years): Build liquid investments to a level that in the event of cessation of 

government funding and/or sponsorships the operating expenses of SLSCC would be covered for 
12 months-thus providing time for alternative funding to be sourced and an orderly re-structure of 
operations; 

 Medium Term (3-8 years): To build a diversified investment portfolio producing sufficient income 
(interest & dividends) to cover annual administrative expenses of SLSCC; 

 Long Term (8-15 years): To build a diversified investment portfolio to produce sufficient (interest 
& dividends) to cover: 
 An increasing percentage of core activity expenses 



 
 

 Funding grants to clubs in difficulties after approval of a rescue plan 
 Funding grants to clubs for major capital/renovation works 

 
Resolved:  

 
The above goals and objectives were confirmed with no reason for change. JH confirmed due 
to the Coronavirus pandemic currently occurring the ongoing operations of SLSCC were 
unchanged for now however like all businesses SLSCC would need to remain fluid as the 
pandemic unfolded.   
 
At this stage it’s unlikely that SLSCC will need to access the portfolio to help the clubs 
however it’s too early to know the full extent that the Covid19 pandemic will have on the 
individual clubs.  Many of the clubs income has completely stopped without any help from 
the Govt and ongoing sponsorship will be an unknown given they rely heavily on local small 
businesses. 

 
4. Confirm Risk Profile/Asset Allocation 
 Target – Balanced – 40% defensive / 60% growth  
 Actual  = 40% defensive and 60% growth  
 
SO said the current asset allocation of $443,000 in defensive assets represents 45% of the portfolio.  
This weighting of 5% extra in defensive investments is a result of the recent falls in the growth 
portfolio meaning the overall portfolio value has declined, thereby pushing the allocation to defensive 
investments up an additional 5%.  
 
Resolved:  
 
The Committee confirmed that the long term asset allocation remains unchanged however in 
short term the defensive allocation will be increased by adding some funds to the cash 
account (refer next section). 
 
 
5. Market Update/Client View 
 
 Naturally conversation was dominated by the pandemic and the effects on the portfolio. SO and 

GM explained the current market environment and the fact that sentiment in investment markets 
for the moment has been held up extraordinary stimulus being provided by the governments of 
the world.  This allowed the markets to turn on the 23 March and recover some of the ground 
lost from the end of February.  Both SO and GM mentioned they would not be surprised if we 
saw more volatility at some stage give there are still many unknowns about the economic 
outcomes of the health crisis.  It was also discussed that while Australia at this stage has done 
well to control the health crisis there are still many countries struggling with the virus including 
America, all of which creates uncertainty.  

 
 



 
 

 The rolling 12 months return was negative -3.85% which is slightly better than the -4.2%pa from 
last meeting. Equity markets were down (on average) 35% from peak trough which all occurred 
in just over 4 weeks preceding 23 March.  Since then equity and credit markets have staged a 
recovery. Currently the US equity markets are down around 15% peak to trough with Australia 
equities down around 22%.   

  
 

 With all of this in mind and the fact the portfolio has some very defensive positions with $200k in 
term deposits, $10k in cash as well as other defensive fund managers with $244k it was agreed 
this was not a time to increase exposure to growth assets. SO & GM discussed the listed 
property asset class in general with both feeling that Coivd19 has increased uncertainty 
regarding future receipt of income and capital growth possibilities.  It was recommended the 
investments in APN REIT and Vanguard International Property be sold. It was discussed and 
agreed that with uncertainty remaining in investment markets and the ongoing income of branch 
and the clubs that it was prudent for the sale proceeds to remain in cash. The cash position will be 
reviewed at the next committee meeting. 
 

Resolved:  
 

It was agreed Fortunity would prepare recommendations to SLSCC to sell APN REIT and 
Vanguard global property investments and for now park the sale proceeds to remain in cash. The 
cash position will be reviewed at the next committee meeting. 

6. Operations  
 

 Investment Policy – signed 26.10.2015 
 
The committee confirmed no changes were necessary. 
 
Next Meeting –August  2020 
 
 
 
 


